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ABSTRACT

The problem of variability in sampling from fish populations by
trawl net is examined. The data used in this study were collected on
Georges Bank during the summers of 1948-51 by the research vessel
Alba.fro88 III. It is shown that the hypothesis of a random distribution
of individuals is not tenable, so that variability from sources other th~n
the sampling technique may be expected. It is shown that, if a type
of heterogeneity is assumed such that the mean fluctuates from sample
to sample as a Eplerian variable, a negative binomial distribution will
result. This distribution applies to the numbers per tow of several
species sufficiently well to retain it as a working hypothesis. .

It is further shown that the distribution of species and the numbers
of individuals represented by ea.ch conforms, with good probability, to
the logarithmic series distribution. Samples drawn from a logarithmic
series distribution are expected to have their numbers distributed in
negative-binomial form, so that the latter distribution observed in the
data is consistent with theory. On the other hand, the number of
species observed in samples drawn from a logarithmic series distribution
is expected to be of the Poisson form. This is demonstrated for the
1949, 1950, and 1951 data, but does not apply to the 1948 data, in
which an excess of tows with less than 4 species is observed.

Several mathematical models postulating heterogeneity in distribu
tion are discussed. The theoretical interrelation of the Poisson,
logarithmic series, and negative binomial distributions is pointed out.
The occurrence of all three in the trawl data affords a self-consistent"
theory of distribution.

From the nature of the relation of the variance to the mean in a
negative binomial distribution, it is shown that the amount of informa
tion concerning an observed mean can be substantially increased by
any procedure which tends to reduce the size of the observed mean.
It is recommended that in future sampling the observed mean be
decreased both by reducing the length of the tow and by using a trawl
net with a smaller opening.

In appendix A, a model for fish populations is postulated which would
give rise to the observed distributions. In appendixes Band 0, the
problem of estimating the parameters of the negative-binomial and
logarithmic series distributions are discussed. In appendix D, data on
plaice eggs collected by' a plankton net are shown to be satisfactorily
fitted by a negative binomial distribution.
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NATURE OF VARIABILITY IN TRAWL CATCHES

By CLYDE C. TAYLOR, Fishery Research Biologist

A fundamental problem in deriving the chn.r
Itctei'istics of It population from ll. series of samples
is the determination of tlw magnitude and sources
of variability in successive samples. Such vari
ability may arise (1) from the manner in which
the population is" distributed in space and (2)
from variations inherent in the method seleded
for sampling. This paper considers t,he variability
associated with eatehes of fish by the otter trawl
with respeet to such sources. Aspects of this
problem have been considered by Thomps'JIl
(1928), Hickling (1933), and Bames nnd Bn.genal
(l951). Parallel problems for plankton have
been treated by Winsor allCl Wnlford (l936),
Winsor and Clitrke (l940), Sillimnn (1946), nml
Barnes (1949a, 1949b, 1951}.

Winsor and Walford considered that "the
variation ac.tul111y observed in plankton" sampling
is the result of (a) vari:ttions in the distri
bution of the orgnnisms and (b) varintions in
the mode of sampling. Under (b) m'e included
such factors as v:u'iatiolls in the spooll of hauling,
deviations of the hnul from the verticnl, com:'
plet,eness of washing the net, e(,c." It is olwious
that similar factors under (a) nnd (b) would affect
the variability of trawl hauls.

Since the chi-squnl'c distribution of ]mired
plankton hauls did not satisfy" that expected for n
Poisson distribution of the organisms, ''''insor and
Walford examined the variabili ty tl.l'ising from
faetors under (b) and concluded that "a limit to
the precision of estinutte is set ·by the relative
variability of the volume smnpled."

Silliman (1946) st,udied the variability in
plankton-tow-net eatches of Pacific pilchard eggs.
He conduded that "most of the variability of egg
counts is due to real differences in egg concel1
tratiOli. "

Barnes (1949a) studied the variability in paired
plankton hauls. Following a treatment of the
data parallel to that of Winsor and Clarke, he

concluded that his results "are not a.t Yiuiltnee
with the suggestion that the animals arc I"nndomly
distribllt,ed, and that t.he val'intions observed are
largely dependent upon variation in the volume of

. water filt,ered by the net."
Barnes (l949b) proceeded t,o exnmine t.he

vnriability arising from varintions in the volume
of water sRmpled, by comparing t,he catches of
plallkton organisms t.aken by pump samplcs in
which the volumes of WItter ac.tually sampled
could be determined with considerable o.ccuracy.
Barnes found that the vnrinbility nssociated with
pump samples was no less than that with net
siunples and tha.t. the distribut,io.ll of ehi-square
was simila.r to th:tt found by Winsor and Wnlford
(1936). Barnes' contribution iudicat,es clea.rly the
necessity for reexamining the assumptions cou
ccrnmg the distribution of the orgallisms in
spn.ce. I

SAMPLING PROCEDURE

A census of fish populations on Georges Bank
(Al'l~n. XXII, subarens G, H, J, M, N, and 0,
fig. 1), using the r('se:11'ch vessel Albatl'o88 I I I,
was completed for the summers of 1948, 1949,
and 19:30. A stratified random selection of sta
t.ions wns designed to snmple uniformly the depth
zones of the bank from 10 to 200 fathoms. At,
each station a sta.ncItLrd half-hom tow was made
using a. modified No.1 XIcelnud tntwl with belly
and cod-end liners of 1X-inch-stretch cotton mesh
in order to catch fish as sIllall as possible. At
eaeh trawl station, all fish were counted, repre
sentative samples were measured, allCl tempera
ture data from smfnce to bot.tom were obtained
by the bathythermograph. A seeond tow was
made 'at randomly selected st.ations ill 1948 and
at every third station in 1949 and 1950.

I Assuming a hcterogencous distribution 01 plankton organisms, Barnl'S
has shown in a recent sLudr that thc distribut.ion oC plankton-tow.net
catches conCorms satlsCactorilr Lo the "contagious" dist"iblltion oC Thomas
(19~9). See Barnes (1951).
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TWO-TOW STATION DATA

Since two tows were made at approximately
one-third of the stations in 1948, 1949, and 1950,
the series of paired observations furnishes n
measure of compa.rative variability between tows.

As Winsor and Walford (1936) show, if the
basic dist,ribution is Poisson the quantity

x~=~ (n _tJ2 (n\-n2)2
n nl+n2

should, in a number of random samples, have a
mean value of 1 and should be distributed in a
known manner.

Table 1 shows the distribution of values of chi
square for hn.ddock, whiting, and the common
skate, and for total fish. The distribution is of
the same type ns those found by Winsor and
Walford (1936) and Barnes (1949a) for plankton,
with an excess of la.rge values of chi-squa.re.

In table 2, the totals of chi-square are classified
by sample size. AI though there is some tendency
for the larger hauls to be associated with high
chi-square values, the v~lues are generally high
for all levels of catch. While varia.bility in samp
ling is expected to arise from imperfections asso
ciated with the sampling technique, it is clear that
if the data are taken from a population distrib
uted at random these imperfections would have
to be of the grossest kind to account for the
variabilityobserved.
. As a working hypothesis, the assumption of a

random distribution of plankton organisms does
not appea.r unreasonable, even though such an
assumption seems to have been suspect for some
time. A similar assumption for the' distribution
of fish, however, app.eal'S quite unwarranted, EI.ince
trawl catches, fathometer records, and the obser
vations and experience of fishermen indicate that
fish tend to congregate in se-hools. Trawl cat,ches
show that these schools are heterogeneous and
that, while a particular species may predominate,
there is ordinarily a variety of species repre
sented. These schools probably differ not only
in area but also in density within an area.

In table 3, the catches of haddock in tow 1,
tow 2, and tows 1 and 2 combined are tabulated
for the two-tow stations. It is at once' apparent
that the observed curve of distribution cannot
possibly be Poisson unless the mean is less than 1',
which it obviously is not.

The observed distribution of frequencies of
catch per tow of haddock suggests the negative
binomial distribution (Greenwood and Yule 1920).
The combined data for the· two-tow stations
(table 3) were therefore fitted by the negative
binomial distribution. 2 Details concerning the
goodness of fit are summarized in- table 4.

This development suggested "that the basic dis
tribution of the catch-per-tow data might be the
negative binomial. It became ilecessary to ex
amine not only the validity of this hypothesis in
the light of the data at hand but also any theo
retical reasons why these data should be so
distributed.

Negative binomial series were fitted to ca.tches
of haddock pel' standard tow for each of three
depth zones: Depth zone 1, 0-30 fathoms; depth
zone II, 30-60 fathoms; and depth zone III, more
than 60 fathoms. While no particular signifi
cance is thought to attach to these groupings, the
data were available in these classifications, and
these depth zones are presullled to represent a
certain homogeneity of conditions. The results
of these fittings are presented in table 5. The
catches for depth zone III are presented in figure 2.

Similar treatment was accorded the data for
the common skate (Raja el'inacea) , the whiting
(lJfel'l1t.Ccius bilineal'is) , and the oceRn perch
(Sebastes mal'in1J.s). These data are presented in
tables 6,7, and 8. The catches for common skate
Rnd ocean perch are presented in figures 3 and 4.

The probabilities associated with the ~X2 for
these data are summarized in tabl"e 9. They 'are
sufficiently high to retain the hypothesis that the
basic distribution is the negative binomial. This
hypothesis is strengthened, however, if t4eoretical
grounds, conforming to conditions known to
apply to the data, may be found.

Let us first consider a Poisson distribution with
mean m.3 Two essential conditions for a Poisson
distribution of items are that they be distributed
at random and independently of ~ne another. If
the items are not distributed independently but
tend to cluster in groups,4 the estimate of m will
tend to vary with sampling, and a Poisson dis
tribution will no longer be obtained.

I See appendix B.
I The development" follows In its essentials that demonstrated by Fisher

(1941). .
• Compare the. "contagious" distributions of Polya. 1931; Neyman, i9ao;

00Ie;1946; and Thomas. 1949. . . . ... :...
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FIGURE 2.-Number of tows, number of haddock, and the fitted binomial distribution.

leading to the iJltegral of the Eulerian type:

When m varies in this wny, the frequency Of
oc-currence' of x units in t.he sample is:

. .. leD 1 'k k~I'-mIP -m m X

d (2). . (k-l) , P me.· e -, ·m· .....o . . x.

• By "stable" we mean a distribntion whose general characteristics do not
change between snccessive sets of samples. Heterogeneity, while a condition
for a negative binomial distribntion. does not necessarily imply the negative
binomial distribution as the only possibility.

DI~TRIBUTION OF SPECIES AND NUMBERS OF
FISH

The number of fish of each species was recorded
for.each tow made over the period 1948-50. The
logarithmic series having been developed by R. A.
Fisher (1943) to account for peculiarities in the
distribution of species and numbers of individuals
of each, it appeared desirable to determine
whether the speeies occurring in the trawl samples
were so distributed.

The vnriation (in excess of that expected for a
Poisson distribution) observed in plankton and
trawl sampling has been attributecl in the past
to factors falling under (1), e. g., variations in the
volume of water sampled. It is clear that vari
"ability may be ascribed equally to heterogeneity
in the population sampled, i. e., "true" sampling
variation. 'This het,erogeneity, furthermore, does
not exclude t,he possibility of a stable 5 mathemati
cal di~tribution amenable to stn.tistical treatment.

........ (3)
(k+x-l)! p"
x!(k-l)! . (1 +p)H:r.

.Fisher (1941) considered the simplest frequency
distribution which allows for some variation of m.
to be the Eulerinn distribution with frequel1cy
element:

which is identicnl with the standm'd form of the
negative binominl.

In the derivation of the .negative binominl
distribution, it is importnnt to consider that while
the Poisson distribution is that expected for
homogeneous material, the Poisson no longer
hol~s if (1) there is variation in the size of the
samples or (2) if the material is heterogeneous.
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The trawl-catch data were classified by tht'
same depth zones as were used .above. The
number of species, S, and the number of in
dividuals, N, were determined for each depth
zone in each yen.r, and also for eneh depth zone
for t.h~ 3 years combined, 1948-50. Logarit.hmic
series were fit.ted to each grouping. Goodness of
fit was determined in the USllR.l wny. The data
were grouped so that the number of expected
observat.ions was close to five. Aft.er the first
few terms, the illtervnl of grouping necessary t.o
obtain five expected observations increases rapidly
so that in general it is not feasible, or necessary,
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to compute the series beyond the first four or five
groupings, t.hese groupings lIsually including the
first 150 t.o 200 terms.
Th~ results of fitting 10g8.rit~mi.c ~eries to the

diskibution of spedes and 'numbers of fish
repl;esent.ed by each are presented· in tables 12
(a, b, a.nel c) and 13 (a., b, and c), together with the
chi-sqUltre for each grouping and the probability
of obtaining a worse fit by chance for the total
chi-square. It is apparent that ·the hypothesis of
logarithmic distribution cannot be rejected.6

• The relaUonshlp of the logarithmic series to the negaU"e binomial is
discussed (p. 155 and appendix A). Derivation of the "logarithmic series
and some of its mathematical properties are presented hI appendix C.
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FIGURE a.-Number of tows, number of common skate, and the fitted binomial distribution.
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Williams (Fisher, Corbett, and Williams, 1943)
has suggested that the index a of the logarithmic
series be called the ,iindex of diversity," since it
is a measure Of the richn~ss in species from sample
to sample. Williams (1944) has given a summary
of the properties of the index of diversity, which
(slightly condensed) is as follows:

(1) If several samples are taken from the same popula
tion, not only will they have the same index of diversity,
but when two or more of them are added together the
combined sample will still have the same index.

(2) Different populations may have, by chance, the
same index of diversity, and samples from them will have
the same index.' When these samples are added together,
however, the alpha of the combined sample will be larger
than that of either of the two or more original samples.

(3) If two populations are entirely apart, then the
index of one sample from each combined will be the sum
of the two indices for each sample separately. If there
is some overlap, alpha will be larger thll.ll either ~ut sml\oller
than the combined total.

(4) If two samples, not of very small size, are taken
from the same population, the larger sample ,being p times
the smaller, then the number of species" in the larger
sample will be III log.p more than in the sInI!oller; it follows
that the index III is the number of species added to a
sample'by multiplying its size bye.

(5) In the same populatioll, x approaches 1.0 as the size
of the sample increases, and III approaches III (where nl is
the number of singleton species).

From these properties of the index of diversit,y,
it is apparent that a useful analytical device is
provided for examiriing the characteristics of pop
ulations, provided the logarithmic distribution is
applicable.

SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE LOGARITHMIC
SERIES TO THE TRAWL DATA

The trawl data collected from 1948 to 1950 on
Georges Bank were classified by depth zone and
bottom type, and the index of diversity and its
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variance 7 were calculated for each classification.
The data for depth zones are presented in tables
15a and 15b. Direct comparisons of pairs of
values of the indices were made considering dif
ferences greater than t,vice the standard error of
their difference to be significant. Since many
comparisons are possible, one must remember that
about 1 in 20 of such comparisons may be signifi
cant at the 5-percent level.

None of within-year and between-year compar
isons of indices of diversity by depth zones were
significant, so that one may conclude that in
"richness of species" the depth zones do not differ
significantly either within or between years. This
does not mean that the species composition does
not vary with depth zone but rather that the
relation of the variety of species to the total
number of fish in each depth zone and in each
year is about the same.

A measW'e of the differences in species composi
tion which exist-.among· depth zones may be ob-:
tained by combining data for the various depth
zones under consideration. If no differences exist,
the resulting inde.'t will be about the same as those·
for the depth zones from which the combined
sample was taken. If the depth zones differ com
pletely in spe.cies composition, the resulting index
will be the sum of the individual indices. The
depth-zone data combined in this way show in
creases· in the indices of diversity, but they are
rather small (table 14). It is evi~ent that there
must be many species common to all depth zones
with fewer species restricted to one alone. This
is borne out by the .observed depth distribution of
the various species.s
. .Bottom samples were attempted at each station

where trawls were made. These data were com
pared with and supplemented by data from Coast
and Geodetic charts and classified into four general
types: sand, mud, mud and sand, and stony.
Indices of diversity·were calculated for each got
tom type in each depth zone for each year ttnd
also for the three years combined. The indices
were compared in the usual way, the difference
being divided by the standard error of the
difference. . .

Only one difference significant at the 5-percent
, Bee appendix C for the formula used in calculating the variance.
I The statistical significance of the increase in the Index through comblnlng

cannot be determined by comparing the difference with the standard error
01 the ditrerence, since the variates compared are no longer Independent.

254646-lS3--2

level was found. Since 30 comparisons were
made, we may expect at least one significant
dlierence to appear by chance. These tests do
not, then, reveal any evidence of significant dif
ferences in the diversity of species either between
bottom types within depth zones,· or between
depth zones within bottom types.s

DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES PER TOW

In the logarithmic series, the distribution of the
number of species, 8, is Poisson (Anscombe 1950).
We may, therefore, further examine the trawl
data to find whether the observed distribution of
species per tow conforms with theory.
. In table 15 the number of species per tow and
the number of tows are presented for the years
1948-51. . The data for all tows in the Georges
Bank area are tabulated in column A. In col
umn B, the first three tows of each cruise and the
first three tows following a change from the port
to starboard trawl net, or vice versa, have been
eliminated.

Data for 1949a and 19~Oa may be fitted with
Poisson distributions with probabilities somewhat
greater than 0.10 and 0.80, respectively. The
data 1948a and 1951a are fitted with probabilities
so low that the hypothesis of a Poisson distribution
must be rejected.

Data for 1949b, 1950b, and 1951b are fitted
with Poisson distributions with probabilities
greater than 0.30, .0.80, and 0.30, respectively.
Data for 1948b does not give a satisfactory fit.
The observed and e.xpected values are presented
in· table 16, together with 2:x2 (n-2 degrees of
freedom) .

There is no reason to reject the hypothesis that
the distribution of number of species per tow is
Poisson. It is apparent from table 16 that fae
tors are operating in the sampling procedure which
tend to result in tows with a small observed num
ber of species. The greatest number of these
tows occur in 1948 and 1951; 1948 was the first
year of the census sampling. In 1951 a different
vessel, the Delaware, was used. One is inclined,
then, to suspect that factors affecting the efficiency
ot operation of the trawl net are the cause· of a

I Preliminary analyses of variance of the transformed catch-par-tow date
Indicate consistent slgnifleant differences in the distribution of particular
species by bottom type. The distribution of species by bottom type may
be studied by analysis of variance or by ,,'-contingency tebles, after a
square-root transformation of the number of species per tow.
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large number of tows containing a small number
of species in these years.

The improvement in agreement of the observa
tions with hypothesis which occurs when the first
three tows are eliminated suggests that a dry net
does not fish efficiently. This may be true but,
on the other hand, the elimination of these tows
in the 1950 data makes practically no change at
all in the species-per-tow distribution. The trawl
data are being studied in an effort to find an ade
quate explanation of the departure of species-per
tow distribution from theory.

It is evident that if we accept the hypothesis of
a Poisson distribution of species per tow, we have
a useful method of gauging the efficiency of the
sampling procedure. The data presented in tables
15 and 16 suggest that tows are present in the
data which ought to be rejected for purposes of
further analysis, provided an objective basis for
their rejection can be discovered. A·Poisson dis
tribution of the occurrence of species in tows also
provides means for fw·ther study of differences
between bottom types, depth .zones, or other
environmental factors.
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FIGURE 5.-The mean and standard deviation of haddock
catches for the subareas and depth zones of Georges
Bank.

ag
2= (dgldm)'f(m). :.' ..... , .. .-(5)

where C is a constan,t introduced by int~gration.

so that if ag
2 is to be constant, l{2 say, we ~ust

have

f Kdm
g(m) = .JJ(m}" ; ; . (6)

f"Kdm
g(m) = .Jk2m2 "

g(m) = (Klk) log m+O (7)or

From equations 4 and 6 we have:

J(m) = a,.2=k'm2

and

relation between the standard deviation and the
mean may be expressed

a,.=km (4)

where a,. is the standard deviation of catches z
with the mean of z equal to m.

It is shown by Bartlett (1947) that for any func
tion g(z), we have approximately

USE OF CATCH DATA IN THE ANALYSIS OF VARI-
ANCE

. When the program for sampling fish popula
tions on the fishing grounds was planned it was
anticipated that the technique of analysis of
variance could be applied to extract as much in
formation as possible from the body of data to be
collected, and the sampling program was designed
with this technique in mind. A necessary condi
tion, however, for a valid analysis of variance is
that there be a constant residual variance. .If the
variance changes with the mean level, a suitable·
transformation is necessary to stabilize the
variance.

If the variance can be expressed as a function
of the mean m, it has been shown (Curtis 1943)
that the appropriate transformation may be

. determined. .
In the early stages of the present .analysis, it

was· found that the standard deviation of the
catches per tow was approximately proportional
to the mean for many species. Typical examples
are presented in tables 10 and 11 and figures 5
and 6 for haddock and whiting catches. .The
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Applying equation 6 we have

y=log (x+}~k). . (10)and

and mean· m, the appropriate forms of the
transformation are

Y=sinh-1-V(:+2~)' (9)

DISCUSSION

If m is large and k greater than 2, the optimum
value of C (equation 9) is roughly %. With
k less than 2 but greater than %, and m large,
the .simpler transformation (10) may be used.

The negative binomial distributions which have
been fitted to the catch-per-tow data have,
generally, a fairly large m, but the value of k is,
in all instances, less than %. Under these cir
cu~stances, it is apparent that the difference
between the transformations indicated by equa
tions 7 and 10 is slight. In applying equation 7,
it is customary to use the empirical transforma
tion log (1 +x) to avoid difficulty with zero
observations. Equation 10 has the advantage of
assigning a numerical value to zero observations,
based on properties of the observations themselves
and may be preferable in some cases.

The distribution theory

It has been shown that the distribution of catch
per tow for various species of fish caught by the
research vessel Albatross I I lover a 3-year period
on Georges Bank conforms to the negative bi
nomial distribution. On the other hand, the dis
tribution of species and numbers of individuals
represented by each conforms satisfactorily to
Fisher's logarithmic series distribution.

Anscombe (1950) lists seven 2-parameter dis
tributions constructed on models postulating
various types of heterogeneous Poisson sampling.
Considering only the catch-per-tow data, there
appear to be three of these distributions, in addi
tion .to the negative binomial, which might be
applied: the Neyman Type A, the Polya-Aeppli,
and the Thomas, all three being of the so-called
contagious type. These distributions 8.re a'{
amined, since the trawl catches may represent
samples frQm populations so distributed. The
three distributions are similar in supposing a
Poisson distribution of ~lonies or groups, but
they' differ in the assumptions concerning the dis
tribution of items within groups. In the Neyman
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FIGURE 5.-The mean and standard deviation of whiting
catches for the subareas and depth zones of Georges
Bank.

leading to either a sinh-lor log·arithmic integral.
Anscombe (1948) shows that for a negative bi
~omial disttibution with variable x, exponent k,

Equation 7 indicates a logarithmic transforma
tion of the catch data. This transformation
has been frequently employed in the past in the
treatment of. both plankton and trawl data
(Winsor and Clarke 1940; Silliman 1946; Barnes,
19490., 1949b, 1951).

It has been d·emonstrated above, however, that
the hypothesis of a negative binomial distribution
graduates the trawl data satisfactorily. The
relation between the mean and variance for a
nega:.tive binomial distribution is .
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FIGURE 7.-The negative binomial distributions compared to the limiting form, the Poisson. Each distribution has a
mean of 10 and consi'sts of 1,000 observations.

Type A distribution, the number of colonies or
groups per sample has a Poisson distribution with
mean mh while the number of individuals per group
has a Poisson distribution with mean ffl2. The
Thomas distribution is similar, the number of indi
viduals per group assumed to be one plus an obser
vation from a Poisson distribution with mean m2.
The Polya-Aeppli distribution, however, supposes
that the number of individuals per colony has a
geometric distribution; it has, therefore, some
interest in connection with sampling' from growing
populations (Anscombe 1950).

In the absence of a series of equally spaced
modes, Anscombe (1950) points out, one may
reasonably feel reluctant to use the Neyman or
Thomas distributions. Such modes are not
evident in the trawl data.

The choice between the negative binomial and
the P61ya-Aeppli distributions lies less in consid
eration of the goodness of fit obtained in applying'
them than in the various theoretical considerations
which might justify their use. Kendall (1948)
shows that colonies established simultaneously

,from single ancestors and unaffectl;ld l;>y immigra-:
tion will, after a fixed lapse of time, ,have a dis-'
tribution of population sizes resulting from growth
at geometric rates equivalent to the difference
between constant reproduction and mortality
rates. This is the model for the Polya:-Aeppli dis
tribution provided that the distribution of the
ancestors establishing each colony was random.
If, on the other hand, the distribution of ancestors
does not, occur simultaneously throughout the
area of observation but is 'uniform in time, the
distribution of colony sizes resulting will be that
of the negative biilomial, provided that reproduc
tion and mortality rates are constant. Kendall'~

analysis indicates that the index of the resulting
negative binomial, k, is intrinsically associated
with the reproductive power of th~ species.

These models' for the Polya-Aeppli and the
negative binomial distributions appear over
simplified in considering the application of them
to fish ,populations. The origin of schools of fish
can hardly be supposed to occur simultaneously
throughout the area of observation or to arise from
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the progeny of a single ancestor. The condition
of uniform distribution in time possibly is approxi~

mated, so that one may be inclined to favor the
neg~tive binomial as the more likely, although an
essential of Kendall's model is the self-duplication
of random individuals at random times.

A stronger argument in favor Of the negative
binomial distribution is a relation among: the
negative binomial, the logarithmic series, and the
Poisson distributions which has been pointed ·out
by Quenouille (1949). It is demonstrated that in
sanlpling from a logarithmic series, the probability
distribution of the number of individuals in
random samples is the negative binomial. Que
nouille further demonstrated that if any two of
the three distributions hold, the third distribution
is implied (see appendi."'<: A).

A logarithmic distribution of species and indi
viduals is demonstrated to hold with reasonable
probability for the trawl data, and it is further
shown that the hypothesis of a negative binomial
distribution satisfactorily conforms to the dis
tribution of numbers per tow, as theoretically
required, given a logarithmic series distribution
from which samples are drawn.

The implied Poisson distribution can occUr in
several ways, some of which are suggested by the
models considered above. The Poisson distribq
tion of the number of species per tow suggests the.
hypothesis that the various species are distributed
at random and move independently of one another.
This hypothesis does not require that the distribu
tion of a species be random, since a species occurs
only once, no matter what its abundance in num
bers, in the sample. The assumption of'a Poisson
distribution of species appears sufficient to com
plete the theory, especially when we have a certain
amount of evidence that this distribution actually
holds. .Alternatively, we might suppose that the
occurrence of schools or collcentrations of fish is
randQm. This may, in fact, be true but it cannot
be demonstrated at present because of lack of the
necessary observations.
Application of the distribution theory to the census

problem .,

The problem of variance.-The primary pul.-pose
of the census cruises made on GeOl'ges Bank was
to estimate and define the abundance and dis
tribution of the fish populations inhabiting ··it.
It is not the purpose of this paper to extend -the
distribution theory to numerical estimates 'of-

populations, . but it is pertinent to examine
certain aspects bearing on them.

In populations with individuals distributed at
random and independently of each other, it is
well known that the variance is equal to the mean,
In a'negative ·binomial distribution, the relation
between·mean and variance is

rr~l=m+m2/k (10)

One sees at once that the departure of the variance
of the negative binomial from that of the Poisson
depends on the value of k; the variance, as well
as the distributions themselves, becoming identi
cal as k tends to infinity. On the other hand, if
k is less than one, the variance is never less than
the square of the mean and may be of considerably
greater magnitude.

The high variance associated with the mean
of a negative binomial distribution introduces
a most serious problem in estimation. Since k
is an intrinsic property of the population being
sampled, it is independent of the sampling method
and its estimate is subject only to sampling
variation. The mean, however, depends on the
size of the sampling unit, e. g., in the census
sampling, the size of the trawl net and the
duration of the tow.

Taking as a measure of the" precision of sampling
the reciprocal of variance, the amount of informa
tion of a mean based on n observations is n/rr",2.
It is clear that the .amount of information can be
increased by increasing the number of ·ob
servation~, by decreasing the variance, or both.

Examining the relation between mean and vari-·
ance (equation 10), we see that any change in
sampling method which increases the mean will
mcrease the variance even more rapidly. It has
been' suggested that the trawl data could be
"smoothed out" by using a smaller net and
increasing the length of the tow. Increasing the
length of the tow would tend to increase the
mean,' while decreasing the size of the net would
tend to decrease the mean. If the two effects
were of such magnitude as to cancel each other;
the variance would, of course, remain unchanged.

.on the other hand, it will be seen that changes
in"sampling which reduce the mean will also reduce
the· variance, and for a given number of observa
tions, will increase the amount of information
given about the mean. The obvious ways to
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reduce the mean are to reduce the length of the
tow and to reduce the size of the net within
practicll.llimits..

We have, for example, in depth zone II, 171
tows in which'the mean catch of haddock was 130.
The value of k, calculated from the maximum
liklihood equation, is 0.25 (0.2542). The expected
variance is

or 67,730. Let us suppose that by decreasing the
length of the tow and the size of the net each by
op.e-half, we reduce the observed mean by
one-fourth so that it is now 130/4 or .32. The
expected variance is now CTz

2=32+322/O.25 or
4,128. The amount of information has been
increased by 67,730/4,128 or about 16 times.
Redu.ction in the size of the net and the length
of ·the tow would doubtless be accompanied by
other practical advantages, such as a smaller
crew to handle the net, greater case 'in handling,
more data on the smaller catches, and the a...e
cution of a greater number of tows within a
given time period.

It is to be pointed out that, in the final analysis,
we arc interested in the precision of an estimate of

. the total population in the area sampled. ' The
mean we observe in a series of sampl~s with any
given sampling unit is, of course, the basis for this
estimate. This problem, with particular refer
ence to a heterogeneous population, is examined in
appendL\: E.

Ecological relatiqns.-Since the numbers of en,ch
species occurring in the trawl catches were re
~orded, we have in these data, in a sense, a third
dimension of observation: ·the relation of the
species tQ each other and tO,various environmental
conditions, not only in qua,].ittJ,tive but also in
quantitative terms. While sqme of the prop
erties of the inde~ a of the logarithmic series have
been pointed out abqve,' the primary purpose in
the present paper has been to examine the reality
of the logarithmic-series distribution of species
~n4 individuals.

Although the analysis of the indices of diversity
by bottom type and depth zone within and between
ye~rs does n,ot reveal anysignificant'9,ifferences in'
richness of species, an entirely different result is
obtained if one uses Fisher's formula for var~ance

(7, appendh:: C) rather th.an that given by Ans-

combe (8, appendL't C). In our data Fisher's
formula gives a variance roughly one-tenth as
great as that given by the formula we have used..
As a result many significant differences appea.r
between bottom types, with an apparent tendency
for these differences to diminish with depth.
With Fisher's formula there still appear no signif
icant differences between depth zones. As
Anscombe points out, the conditions under which
Fisher's formula is applicable are rather special
ized. It is possible that closer examination of our
data may reveal that some of the specialized
conditions are met.

An interesting relation which may be of prac
tical use after further study of the data is given
by the formula

8=a log. (I+N/a) (11)

When N is lal'ge compared to a, we may write

8=a log. (N/a) (12)

l\/Iaking the necessary assumption that the
density of population within the total area is the
same as that within the area actually sampled,
we should a'tpect to observe a total of 8 , species
if we sampled the entire area. Designating 8.
as the number of species observed in the sample
area, A, say, the expected increase in species if we
sampled the entire aren., All is

8 ,-8,=alog. (AdA,) 03)

from which we can readily estimate 8
"

Sub
stituting 8 , and the sample estimate of a" ill
equation 12 we can then estimate N

"
the total

number of individuals within the total area of all
sp.ecies. Limits of reliability of estimate may be
set from the standard error of a. It is pointed
out here merely that the method may be of some
use when the area under consideration is not too
large as compared with the area sampled, when the
sampling is done within a fairly short period, and'
when the assumption of uniform population
density can reasonably be made. Under these
conditions Fisher's formula for the variance of a
would be applicable.

SUMMARY

Analysis of the census-trawl data collected
during three summers on Georges Bank shows
that the hypothesis of random distribution of
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where

the fish of a given species is not tenable. Two
theoretical' distributions, developed from models
postuiating heterogeneity or aggregation, are
shown to apply to the observed data with suf
ficiently high probability to retain them as work
ing hypotheses. One of these, the negative
binomin.l distribution, describes satisfactorily the
distribution per tow of individuals of a species.
The other, the logarithmic series distribution, is
shown to describe the distribution of individuals
and species.
. The occurrence of species in successive samples

is shown to have a Poisson distribution, and this,
in theory, is sufficient to account for the loga
rithniic distribution of species and individuals ob
served. It is pointed out that various authors
have shown that the occurrence of numbers of a
particular species drawn in samples from a loga
rithmic distribution will be of the negative-binomial
form. The observed distributions are therefore
self-consistent.

A high variance associated with the mean
catch per tow is shown to be a necessary con
sequence of the basic heterogeneous distribution
of the numbers of fish. The agreement of ob
served variances with theoretical variances is
sufficiently good to indicate that the variance due
to ·variations in the sampling technique IS· of
relatively minor importance. .

It is shown that the variance may be reduced
and the amount of information increased by
decreasing the size of the observed mean, and it is
suggested that this may be accomplished by
reducing the length of tow and by reducing the
size of the trawl net.

Appropriate transformations for use of ..the
census-trawl data in analysis of variance and in
other statistic81 procedures are indicated.

APPENDIX A

A model for flsh population distribution

The following model is an attempt to postulate
simple conditions which would lead to the mathe
matical distributions observed in the trawl-sam
piing studies. It is a restatement, in terms of
species and numbers of fish, of mathematical rela
tions which have been :p.oted in somewhat more
general terms by' Fisher (1941, 1943), Kendall
(1948), Quenouille (1949), and Anscombe (1950).
We have borrowed freely from these authors.

Let us postulate that S species are distributed
at random within the 'area of observation, each
species 'moving independently of others, so' that
the distribution is Poisson with the probability of
observing exactly n species in anyone sample

• e-m1n- :
pen speCles)=-,- (1)-n. .

Let us postulate further that the. num:b~ ·of
individuals represented by each species is nQt
random but rather that the individuals of each
species tend to aggregate so that the mean 1n

varies from sample to sample in a Eu~erian dis
tribution. The probability of observing a sample
of size r is, then,

P( . d"d 1)' (k+r-l)! p' ( ).
Till IVI uas = (k-'--l)!r!'·(l+p)k+"":. 2.

which is the standard form of the negative bi
nominn.l with inde.'t k and parameter pll +p=x
(Fisher 1941; Quenouille 1949). Letting k tend
to infinity and e.'tcluding the first term as unobserv
able, a logarithmic series distribution is obtained
(Fisher 1943) where the probability of observing r
individuals of one species is

per individuals of one species)= a x'lr . .. (3)

or the coefficient of t' in

-a log, (l-xt)

P 1
x=l+p and a=-log, (I-x)' .... , .(4)

The following relations result (Quenouille 1949):
P (r individuals) :....:.p (n ·species)· X Per indi-'

viduals in n species) ;: (5)
From equation 4 the probability of. observing r.
individuals in n species is the coefficient of t'· iIi

[-a log,. (l-xtW

Rewriting equation 5 we have
per individuals)

CD e-m1n- c· .. .

~c~efficient of t'jn~ ----nr-X[-alog, (l-xt)]-

=c~efficientof t' i~ ~xp I-m:"'-am log, (l-xt)l

=coefficient of·t' in (l-xt)- ..me- m

(a1n+r-1) ' . .
= (l-x)lIm ( -1)'" x', since (l-x);-II=e. (6)

a1n .r. .
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Equation 6 is the same as the (r+l)th term in
a negative binomial series with parameter x and
index a m.

I t is thus seen that the two basic assumptions
necessary to obtain the observed distributions are
(1) the species are distributed at random and move
'independently of one another, and (2) the indi
viduals within each species tend to aggregate so
that the mean m is a Eulerian variable from
sample to sample.

APPENDIX B

Characteristics and fitting of the negative binomial
distribution

The negative binomial distribution is described
by two parameters, the mean m and the index k.
The variance of the distribution is

m+m2/k (1)

The expected frequency of zeros is

Po=(1+m./k)-I< (2)

Rnd t.he clUlUce of observing any posit.ive eount, ,. is

P,=k(k-1) .. ;/k-r+ l)p' (l-p)k-' . . (3)

or, more conveniently, letting p' = -p, k' = -k,

P,=k' (k' +1) . . . (k' +r-1) "(1+ .')-k''':, (4)
r! P.. P

Haldane (1941) shows that the log-likelihood
equation for (4) is

NUog. (k'+m)-log. k']

where n, is the observed frequency of r, and R'is
the maximum value of r.
., Equation' 5 -gives fully efficient estimates 'of
k and p. The equation may be solved by elemen
tary methods (Haldane 1941) but the procedure
is tedious and not ordinarily necessary. The
procedure is to guess a value for k', evaluate
both sides, and, by successive approximation
and interpolation, carry the value of k' to the

required 'number of decimt)l places, usually not
more than four. It is convenient to make an
initial approximation of k' by use of equation 2,
where Po is estimltted as the ratio of observed
zero observations to total observations. For
further details, as well as a simple numerical
cxample, t.he reader is referred to Haldane (1941).

A less tedious but not fully efficient procedure
is to estimate k by successive approximation t~

satisfy equation 2. The method and its effi
ciency as compared to the ma..~inlUm-likelihood
method are discussed by Anscombe (1949, 1950).

The negative-binomial distributions in thil:J
paper were first fitted using the log-likelihood
equation 5 to estimate k. Some tabulation errors
were later discovered in the data and all of the
distributions were recalculated by estimating k
from equation 2, with the e.~ception of the distri
butions for haddock in depth zones II and IiI
(table 5) and for ocean perch (table 9). The
values of k were not materially changed by using
the latter method which is, for these data, about
90-percent efficicnt. Since the first term of the
expected series, using equation 2, is determined,
there is one less degree of freedom than in using
equation 5. .

As pointed out in the text, the negative bi
nomial approaches the Poisson as· k increases.
Some examples of the shape which the negativ~

binomial may take as k increases with the mean m
fixed are shown in figure 7. A value of k of
about 0.1 would produce a curve similar in shape
to the types found in this paper.

APPENDIX.C

The logarithmic series '.

'. Fisher (1943) shows that the logarithmic series
arises from the negative binomial distribution
when, in equation 2, appendbc A, we let k=O,
write x for p/(p+l), and replace the constant
factor (k-l) I in the denominator by a new
constant factor, a, in the numerator. The. ex
pression for the expected number of species with
r individuals is then

oa'/r (1)

where r cannot now be zero. The successive
terms of equation 2 are, of course, the required
series

oa, ax2/2, oa!'/3, . : . . ' '. (2)
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The total number of species expected is APPENDIX D

. m a .
~ - x' = - a log. (l-':x) (3)
'=1 r .

"

from which it is seEm that the distl'ibution is
related to the algebraic expansion of t.he loga-
rithm; hence its name. ... .

~'he total number of individuals expected is

GO

~ oa'=oa/(I....:....x) (4),-1 .

Letting S represent the total number of species
observed and N the total number of 'individuals,
we have from equations 3 and 4

S' -alog.(I-x) (5)·

N=oa/(I-x) ." (6)

so that both a and x may be determined if Sand
N are known. Fisher (1943) and Williams (1947)
give tables of loglo N/a in terms of loglo N/S for
solving equations 5 and 6, given Sand N. The
computations are straightforward and the param
eters x and a, as well as the terms of the expected
series (equation 2), may be readily determined
for a given set of data.

Fisher (1943) gives the following formula for
the variance of .

{ 2N+a}as (N+a)210g• N+a aN
v..= (SNt Sa- Na)2 .••. (7)

The formula enables one to calculate the standard
error of a but Anscombe (1950) points out that
equation 7 is appropriate only under' certain
conditions of sampling, these conditions not
being completely met in the census sampling.
Anscombe gives the formula

a
V log•p (8)

which appeal'S to apply to the conditions met in
the census sampling, that is, comparisons of
observations on different sorts of biological
associations and comparisons of a from observa
tions obtained in different years and with probable
relative differences in abundan~e between areas
and years. The variances of a use in this paper
are estimated from equation "8. .

A negative binomial distribution fitted to numbers' of
. 'plaice eggs caught by'a plankton net . ." .

The published 'data on sampling with plankton
nets do not often' give the total catches in 'suc
cessive tows, or sufficient data on number of
tows with zero observations, to st,udy the nature of
the distributions encountered. Table 17 is a
summary of the catches of plaice eggs in all stages
of development in the southern part of the North
Sea (Buchanan-Wollaston, 1923, table 3). The
data were collected in 1914. Table 3 (Buchanan
Wollaston) indicates that 27 of the 50 st,ations
yielded no plaice eggs in the plankton tows.
The mean catch is 15.1 eggs with a standard
deviation of 30.3.

Estimating k from formula. 2, appendb:: B, we
have

27/50= (1 +15.1/k)-k

from which k=0.1292.
. The expected variance from equation 1, ap

pendix B, is
15.1 = 15.12/0.1292

Ol' 1779.9, as compltred to t,he observed variance,
915.5.

The observed frequency of plaice eggs per tow
and the frequency expected 011 the hypothesis of
a negative binomial distribution are presented in
table 18. The probability of obtaining a worse
fit by chance for ~X2 with three degrees of freedom
is' somewhat greater than 0.60, so that the hypoth
esis of a negative binomial distribution of the
data may not be rejected.

APPENDIX E

Proof, smaller sampling unit more efficient with hetero
geneity present

When the variance is a function of the mean of
a distribution, the effect of the size of sampling
u;nit on the efficiency of sampling and on the
precision of estimates cannot be expected to be
obvious to the biologist. Experimental data con
firming the validity of the efficiency of the smaller
sampling unit, under conditions of heterogeneity,
have been published by Fleming and Baker (1936),
Beall (1939), and Finney (1946).

The precision of an estimate is defined as t.he
reciprocal of its. variance. Efficiency is defined in
terms of the relative' amounts ohampling required
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to give estimates of equal precision. If, for exam
ple, we sample aren, A with sampling unit all and
then sample al'ea A/2 wit.h sampling unit a2
obtaining an est.imat.e equally precise, we say thltt
sampling unit. a'i is one-half as efficient as sampling
unit a'2.

Heterogeneity is defined as a nOlU'andom concli
tion where the presence of an item' at any given
point tends to increase the probability of anot,her
item being in its immediate neighborhood. Het
erogeneity is to be distinguished. frolIllLIlother type
of nonrandomness in which items, through com
petition or whatever en.use, act to repel elLch other
so that they tend to fill the availahle space equi
distant from one another. 'Vith heterogeneity, a.s
here defined, the variance is nhvays greater thau
the mean.

The problem of sampling with different sizes of
sampling units has been examined by Beall (1939)
whose statement of the problem is followed closely
in equa.tions 1 through 7 below. It is hoped that
the proofs which follow in equations 8 through 10
will be helpful in darifying some of the confusion
which appears to exist concerning the ·problem.

Considel' N strata of equa.I size and a sampling
unit of area k. If the total area of the ith stratum
is A, the total number of sampling units it contains
is Ajk=Jo.f. ]).1 will, of course, vary with the size
of the sampling unit. .

Let X be the total number of fish iiI the N
strata. Let UIJ be the number of fish in the jth
sampling unit (j=I,2; ....}.!) in the ith stratum
U=I,2, ' .. N). Let 1(, be the average n~mber of
fish per sl1mpling unit calculated over the entire
N strata. Then

X=MNu (1)

Within the ith stratum, let the mean value of
UIJ be UI ll.,nd the variance .

Let ml denote any number of samples taken in the
ith stratum. Let the number of fish observed per
sampling unit be XIII X12 ••• Xl"'! with mean XI

and estimated variance

M being equal for. all strtl,ta, Beall (1939) states:
"The best linear estimate of X, that is, the esti
mate with the minimum S. D. will be

N

1'=M~ XI'"
'i=1

The standard deviation will be, when ml sampling
units have been drawn at random .

\vhere }'1.1 is the totnl number of sampiing miits
contained in the ith stratulll.

Since the st.l'Rt.a are n.ll equal in area, 1l1 j =lYI and
mj=m, so t.hnt. equa,tioll 4 may be written

~
}'l(}'1.-m) N

up= ~ ul (5)
'In i=1

},1.N is the total numhel' of sampling units. Let
},IN=},fo. .mN is the total number of samples
taken. Let'mN=mo. Substitut.ing in equa.tion
5 we have

=~(}'lo-mo)},1.o.i. -6 2 i6)(Jp N 4-.J (Jl •••••••• \
m o i=1

Sinee },f0 and m 0 are fixed, the aceuracy of the
estimate of F is determined by t.he fl,vel'a,ge val·i~

.ance within strata.:

The sampling unit which gives the smallest value
to (J 0 2 gives .the greatest accuracy to F, the esti.;.
mate of X.

.With the number of strata' a.nd the fraction of
the area to be examined fixed, u, may be supposed
to be affected by an increase in the size of the
sampling unit,

Let u,=u,' with sampling unit k=1. Let
(J,=u," with sampling unit k > 1. When k--:-1,
},f=M', and m=m'. When k > 1, M=m", and
m=M". For each value of k, there will be a
value of u0

2 and M"j}'1.=m"jm=ljk. By ele
mentary algebra, we obtain from equation 5

u/ - ---,,= lu ,1+ lu "llk (7)u, ~ 0 ~ 0 .
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Proof that, with a Poisson distribution-,.all size.s"
of sampling units are equally efficient.-Consider
the ith stratum., Le"t 'itconta.in},! sampIln'guuits.
Let tolle. number of sampling units -to be t'akeri be
m. Let F be the estimate of the' total fish in the
ith stratum. By (5):

,_,.. /M(M-m),' 2, ' .
O'F--V m 'O't.~" .. ; .. ,... (8)

Consider sampling 'unit k'- > k= 1. Since the
area of th~ ith stratllm is fixed, the total number
of sampling units of size k' is lvl/k'. For equal
efficiency, it is required O'/=O'~2without increa.sing
the total area of the sample taken, so the number
of samples to be tnken for k' > k is m/k'. By
equation 5:

·1_ !M/k'(},1/k' -m/k'),2, '
O'F --V ,in/k'· , O't· ... " . (9)

where 0'/2 is the vnria.nce observed with the new
sampling unit, k'.

The comparative efficieneyof the new sampling
unit will be equation (8) divided l,Jy equation (9):

The means observed may be considered pro
portional to the size of the sampling units used,
provided sufficient samples are taken, since :both
~e s~inpling,' the same popuhi;tion·"'(len~ity,,·So
x=x'/k', where x' is' the mean obs~ryed 'with,
s,~pFng unit k'>k. ~y definition' 0( ,the dis:..

tribution, x=O't2 and x'=O'/2=k'x. Substituting
in equation 10:

O'},2/O' /2=X+k''X/k'= 1.0

Proof that the smaller, sQ.1npling unit is mort.
efficient iJ heteroge.neity is pmlent.-With hetero
geneity a.s defined above, the va.riance is greater
than the menn. 'As with the Poisson distribu
tion, the means observed will be proportional to
the size of the sampling units used, so that x=x'/k'.
Because of ll(~terogp..neity, however, the variances
are no longer proportional to the size of the sampl
ing unit as in the Poisson distribution where
O'l=O'/2/k'. For the negat,ive binomial distribu
tion nnd some other types of heterogeneous distri
butions, the relation between the mean and
variance is of the type O'2=ax+M? We have,
therefore, O't2<O'/2/1c' and it is immediately obvious
from inspection of (10) that O'y2/O'/2 will be less
tlUl,n 1.0.
..' It hardly needs to be pointed out that the
application, of this result to problems of hetero
geneous sampling does not mean one's difficulties
will be solved merely by taking the smallest pos':
sible sampling unit. Many practical factors will
set a lower limit to the size of the sample it is
desirable to take. In sampling with an otter
trawl, for example, one would approach a point
where more time would be consumed in lowering
and raising the trawl than in fishing along the
l;>ottom. It must also be remembered that with
the smaller sampling unit, minor sources of en'or
may remain of the same magnitude and so be
come of proport.ionaUy greater importance with
the smaller samplihg unit. '
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TABLES

.TABLE "L~Distribution of values af x2 }or !alred tow
'catches Qf.haddock, whiting, common,skate, an total fish

" " [Only h~uls wlih 'n;;f.n.>91ire Included( ,

TABLE 4.-0bserlled catch of haddock at two-tow stations
and catch expected on the hypothesls of a negative binomial
distribution '

----'-----1---- ----------------

--------,-------1----------

TABLE 3.-Distribution of catches per tow of haddock at
two-tow staUons

Number of tows
Number per tow Total

Tow 1 Tow 2

0.'000
.302

2.045
1.281
.307
.253

5. 714

10.592

Number Number
of tows of tows

observed expected

51 50.98
13 15.14
15 10.39
15 11. 21
13 11.15
9 10.64

47 66.49

176 176.00

Number of Nnmberof
tows to\VS Xl

observed expected

195 195.00 0.000
54 60.71 .742
26 27.93 .098
24 IS. 06 1. 967
14 13.00 .136
12 10.06 .374

7 11.45 1.729
16 10.93 2.352
12 10. gO .111
8 10.43 .566

16 14. 44 .169

383 383.00 8.244

Number Number Number
Depth zone of had· or tows of tows x'

dock/tow observed expected
----------1.________________________________

0 35 34.99 0.000
1-4 14 11.42 .583

5-20 14 10.81 .942
21-70 7 10.00 .946

71-1,174 14 16.69 .434------------Total ________________________
-----._.-- 84 84.00 2.905
= = ---11.._______ •_______ •___•__________

0 37 41. 50 0.488
1-5 28 26. 04 .148

6-10 16 10.46 2. 934
11-18 11 10.54 .021
Ilh~O 15 10.64 1.787
31-47 9 10.25 .152
48-71 13 10.03 .879

82-4,586 43 52.54 1.732------------Total_____ ._. ____•___________ ---------- 172 172. 00 8. 141
= = = =III__________________________ •____

0 33 33.01 0.000
1 11 11.41 .015

2--3 15 13.40 .191
4.0 16 12.39 I. 054

7-10 5 10.90 3.194
11-16 9 10.91 .334
17-25 13 10.41 .644
26-42 13 10.41 .644
4Hl 9 10.01 .102

91-161 3 4.15 .319------------Total. __ •_____•___________ •__ ---------- 127 127.00 6.497

Nnmber of haddock/tow

0 • • • •
1-2_•• • • _
3-4 • • _
5-6__• • • • _
7-8__• • ---
9-10 • __
11-13__• • _
14-17 • •
18-23_. • • _
24-33 • • _
34-87 • _

Total__• • •__ • _

Nnmber of skates/tow

TABLE 6.-0bserved catch of common skate (Raja erinacea)
and catch expected on the hY1Jothesis of a negative binomial
distribut-ion, depth zones I, II, and III combined

TABLE 5.-0bsert'ed catch of haddock and catch expeeted
on the hypothesis of a ne-gati,'e binomial distribution,
depth zones, I, II, and III

0_. _
1__ • • _
2--3 _
'1--7 • _
8-14_ •• _
15-25 • _
43-1,586. • • • • _. _

1----1----1----TotaL__ ~__ • • •

3
1
3
1

176

Total
fish

Mean
x'

8888

Numherof
paired
tows

.. Propor.
c~~~ :~. Haddock .whiting C~~:on
, pected

Numheroffish

sO"

Total • •••• • _

Ql 'I 1 1
Ql 1 2
Ql 2" 1 4
Ql 1 1 10.1 2 3

8: ~ --------i- -·------3- 1 , ~

8: ~ 2 ~ -·------i- ~
0.09 -'--"-33T 4 4 6
0.01 42 13 82---------------Total cases ._.____ 50 60 30 109

(H).016 • '_ '

: :~~~::::::::~:~:::::- .275 • _
- .455_ ••• , _
- .708 • _
-1.074 _
·1.642 ~_. _
-2.700_. c
-6.635 • _

Over 6.635__._. ._.

0__••• .____ 25 26 51
L_. ._.___________________________ 8 5 13
2__ • • ._. •• ••__ .__ 4 3 7
3•• __• • •• 3 5 8
4__ •• __ • •__• __ •• .__ 1 2 3
5._. __• • •__••• • 4 1 5
6••••• •• 1 2 3
7•••• •__ .__________________ 1 3 4
8_ •••• •• ._. ••• 1 1 2
g••••• •• 1 1
10. _•• ._. ••• • •••__ ••• _
11•••• __•• ~ • ._______ 1 2 3
12•••• •• ~ • __• • __ .____ 1 1 2
13~ •• •• .______ 1 1 2
14••••__.___________________________________ 2 1 3
15 ~ ~ : ~ :'_______ 1 1
16__ • • • ._.__ 1 1
17 .___________ 1 1 2
18 ._ 1 _. .__ 1
19 • • ••__
20 • • • • •• ._. _
21-25__ •• 2 2 4
26-30__ .____________________________________ 3 1 4
31--35__ • .______________ 2 2 4
36-40__ .____________________________________ 3 2 5
41-45_______________________________________ 2 2
Over 45_•• _. ._______ 23 22 45

TABLE 2.-Values of total and mean x2 for haddock tows
of different sizes

[Only hauls with n.+no>9 are included]

10--49 •• 19 184.4 9.70
~_________________________________ 8 120.3 15.04
100-149_______________________________ 3 181.7 60.57
150-199 .________ __ 4 187.4 46.95
200-,299 .__________________________ 2 25.7 12.85
300-.~99____ 2 90. 1 45.05

,400-499_______________________________ 3 452. 7 150.90500-599 •• • _
600-1)99__ • .__ 2 142.6 71.30
700-799__ .____________________________ 2 116.0 lOS. 00
1130__________________________________ 1 168. 9 168. 90
1378 .__ 1 1.5 I. 50
1(14__________________________________ 1 49.1 49.10
2064 .______________________________ 1 176.8 176.80
673~ .______________________________ 1 885. 2 885. 20
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TABLE i.-Obsertled catch of -whiting (Merluccius bilinearis)
and catch expected on the hypothesis of a negative binomial
d·istribut·ion, depth zones I I and I II

9
2

o
4
o
o

TABLE 10.-N"U1nber of tows, mean, variance, and standard
deviation, for haddock catches by sltbarea and depth zone

Depth Number I Mean IVariance
StantiBrd

Subarea devla·20ne of tows tion
----'-- -"--'-"- -'"--'-

G. __________ . ____ • _, __ I 10 55.6 3,094 55.6
II 8 19.3 255 16.0

H ___ . ___ :_. _____ •• ____ III 42 ~7;6 1,391 36.3
I 14 77.2 31,216 176.7

.n 14 53.3 11,015 105.0
III 29 14.3 415 20.4

J. ____ .... ' _____ ....___ • I 4 32.3 2,190 '46.8
II 24 230.3 123,956 352.1

III 17 18.2 181 ·13.5M_____________ . ______ . I 18 46.3 8,720 93.4
II 42 288.0 633,397 795.

III 11 4.1 39 6.N ______ .. ______ . ____ ... ·1 15 87.2 59,701 244.4
II 39 68.5 13,717 117.1

III 18 0.1
3,~3g I O.'0. _. ___ .. ___ ._ . ________ I 2:l

51. 1 I 59.
II 45 16.5 1.153 34.

qI 9 0.1 0 O.

Number of Number,of
tows tows x'

observed. expected

35 35.00 0.000
5 12.62 4.601

12 15.43 .762
6 10.71 2.071

10 12:20 .397
8 12.53 1.638

12 10.12 .349
9 10.55 .228

14 10:63 1. 01\8
16 10.49 2.894
8 10.2.; .29ll

16 10.95 ' 2.3211
148 13S.52 .649

2991 299.00 I 17.285
I

Number of whiting/tow

0_._. _. ., ._
1 • ._. • _
2-3 ._. • •__ • _
4--5 • • ._
6-8 • • __ . _•__ ._. __ •_._
9-12. __ •. • .. _. _
13-16 • • _
17-21 • . _. • __
22-27 __ • • _
28·34 . _
35-42__ • • ._. _
4-3-52 . _. __ • _
53-2,690 • . _. _.. _

TotaL__ --- -- -.•. -. _.-- _-- -'-1

Sllbarl!3

TABLE S.-Obserllcd catch of ocean perch (Sebastes marinus)
and c(ttch expect.ed on the h)/pothesis of a negatil'e binomial
distriblttion. depth zone. I I I

[Includes 61 tows mado ill suhareas adjacent to Georges Bank proper.]

TABLE n.-Number of tows, mcan, t'al'iance, and standard
deviation, for whiting catches' by subarea and depth zone

-------------,-----,-----'----

D I N b

I
Standard

ept I 1 urn cr Mean Vnrinncc devia-
20nc of tows tiOIl

----------------
G ___ .. __ .. ______________ I 10 57.9 14,038 118.4

II 8 135.0 36.288 190.4
III 42 75.6 .;,050 71. 1R _____________ .. ______ I 14 235.5 lOS. 481 328.4
II 14 200.6 40,361 215.3

III 29 153.9 35.267 187.8J _______ "' . _________ . ___ I 4 164.8 18.
'
,44 136.0

II 24 129.8 115,563 339.9
III 17 154.0 38.841 197.1M _____ ... _____________ I 18 60.8 3,012 54.9
II 42 158.7 25.358 I 159.2

III
111

3711.3 250,151 506.2N _______ ... ________ .. _._ I 15 113.7 13.951 118.1
II 39 100.0 ~7, 781 166.7

0_: ______.__________ ._ III 18 187.8 395•.;83 629.0
I

~\
134.9 42.828 207.0

II 78.& i,7ul 88.1
III I 13.4 2114 17.1

x'
Number ofl

tows
expected

59 60.24 0.026
15 13.84 .097
14 10.70 .976
8 10.29 .509

12 10.46 . 2~j
14 10.24 1. 380
20 32.17 I. 18-3

148 148.00 4.398

Number of oCean perch pN' tOIV

0 • . _
1-2 • . _
3-6 • __ . _. . _
7-14 • __ . _
15-30 • __ . . _
31-1;0. _
61-890 . • _

1----1----1----Total. .•. . _

I

I
Number of

tOIVS
observed

_._-----_._----[

----------------------

TABLE 9.-Su./Ill/larN of tables 4-8, with degrees of freedom
and probability associated with each :!:x2

I See appendix B.
, Two-tow station data.
'Includes some tows made In subareas adjacent to Georges ,Bank proper.

-----..,..-----1------------------

0.50

Prob
ability
greater
than-

4

d. f.

2. 943

x'

44.000

12 10. 180 0.325
~---~--- ----------

:1 4.981 1.784 ----~_.. ----------
4 4.947 .181 -------- -._-------
4 4.989 .196 ----_ .. -- ----------
6 4.605 .423 -------- ----_.----

15 14.298 .034 -------- --_._.----

Number of individuals Species Species
observed expected

TABLE 12.-Frequency of occurrence of species with different
numbers. of -individuals and expe:cted frequenc!, of occur
rence on the hypothesis of a logarithmic series distribution,
1948-50

a. DEPTH ZONE I

TotaL c _

~k==:===:====:=: :=====I13-34 • _
'35-96 , _
97-250. __ . _
251-10,433 __ • c _

0.05
.20
.20
.50
.30
.05
.40

Prob·
ability
groat~r

than

5
2
6
8
8

10
5

d. f.1Ex'

10.592
2.905
8.141
0.497
8.244

17.285
4.398

I-Ill
I

II
III

I-III
II-III

III

Dopth
zoneSpecies

Haddock 23 • _
Haddock . .. . _
Haddoek . _
Haddock • .. _
Common skate_. _
Whiting _
Ocean perch , _
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TABLE 12.-Frequency of occurrence of species with different
"1Iumbers of individuals and expected !requencjJ of occur

. rence on the hypothesis of a logar:ithmic series distrib'ulion,
1948-60-Continued

b. DEPTH ZONE II

TABLE 13.-Frequency of occurrence of spcC"ies with dijJt'rl'n
nlUllbers of indiv/:duals and expected lreq1tency of occur
rence on the hypothesis of a logarithmic series distribution,
depth zones I-Ill-Continued

c. YEAR 1950

-------1-------------- -------1--------------

Number of individuals. oSbPseerevieesd Speeiesexpected X' d. f.
Prob·

ability
greater
than-

Number of Individuals Speeies Species
observed expected X' d. r.

Prob~
ability
greater
than-

10 10.453 0.020 ---- .. _- ---------.
7 5.113 .696 -------. ----------
5 5.086 .001 -------- ------_ ...
4 5. o.~2 .212 -------- .--------.
5 &g~~: .000 -------- .-- .. -----.

17 .004 -.------ _... -.----

9 9.923 0.080 -------- ----------
4 4.786 .129 -------- ----------
4 5.013 .205 -------- ----------
5 5.021 .000 -------- ----------

28 25.257 .2(lg _.. ------ ----------

1-4•• • • __
5-12 _
13-34_ • ._
35-94 _
95-261 • _
262-22,367 •••• _: _

TotaL __ .•• _ 48 48.000 0.933 4 0.90

1-3 •• ._
4-& • __ •
9-21 • ._._
2Z-54 __• • ._
55-18,496 • ._

TotaL __ .• _ 50 50.000 0.718 3 0.80

c. DEPTH ZONE III TABLE 14.-Individuals (N), species (m. indices of dit'ers'ity
(qI), and variance of a by depth zones and year.~

--------1--- -------------

TABLE 13.-Frequcncy of or-currence of specics with dijJerent
numbers of individuals and expccted frequency of occur
rence on the hypothesis of a logarithmic series distriblttion,
depth zones I-II I

a. YEAR 1948

13 10.17ii 0.781 ----._.- .---------
li 4.90ii .244 ----._-- ---.------
7 5.139 .1\74 ----._-- _.------- .
4 .~.1133 . 212 -------- --------- .
7 5.0UI . 7Y9 -_ .. ---- ---------.

12 18.747 2.428 -------- --_._-----

Species Speeies
oh~rved expected Year Depth I N S a 1'.zone

------------
1948___________ , ____ • _• ____ I 5.837 27 3.661 0.4905

II 16.496 34 4.090 .4934
III 15. ~15 34 4.138 .50361949__________ • ____ . _______ I 11,246 3:l 4.178 .5290
II 31.353 40 4.523 .5114

III 10. 1~8 37 4.564 .56301950_. ____________ • __ ' _____ I 22.610 38 4.4[,3 .5218
II 17. 6III 35 4.195 .5029

III 7,5;0 34 4.589 .6194
1948-50_________ ••• _. ______ I 39. O(l~ 44 4.888

II 6.1.4;;9 48 .~. 018
III 38,024 49 5.551

TABLE 15.-Distriblttion of number of species caught per
tow in each yea.r (A.) and the sftme with elimination of the
first three tOIL's following a change of net (B)

0.30

Prob
ability
llI'eater
than-

d. f.

5.141

X'

49.00049

Number of individuals

Total __ • _

1-3 _
4-8 •• •• _
9-21. __ •_•• . __
22-53 . _... _
5·1-133. . _
134-17,893 • _

-'---'------------------

-------1--------------

859910311988

Number or tows

122117TotaL___ _ 142

Mean • 6.468 6.573 8.787 8.761 9.328 9.379 8.414 9.950

Number 01
species per 1948 1949 1950 1951

tow

A B A B A B ~J_B
0______________

I 1
-----~- --~---- -~----- --.---- 3

---~ ---1.•. _________ ._ 10 9 ------- ------- ---_. -- ------- -----3- _·oo·- _.2____________ ._
12 7 ---._-- .-.---- ---_.-- ------- 13______________
11 10 5 5 2 1 1 14_____ • ________
11 9 5 1 6 5 9 05____ •_________ 10 5 9 5 5 5 8 66__ ._._________
18 17 13 11 10 8 7 57______________
17 15 1:1 10 11 10 5 58 __ ••__________
12 11 11 7 15 14 10 109 __ •___________
6 4 18 17 14 13 15 15

10_________ ._._ 13 11 Y 5 12 9 8 811. __________ ._ 11 10 14 10 17 13 12 1112_____________ 3 3 7 5 10 8 5 513_____________
4 3 11 8 9 9 6 014_____________
2 1 4 3 1 1 3 315___________ ._ 2 1 2 1 1 116_________ • ___

------- ------- 1 1 4 4 2 217_________ • ___ ----._. ------- ------- --.---- 1 I I 118_____________
---- ... ------- ---... - ------- 1 1 ------- ------.

0.40

0.60

Proh
ability
greater
than-

Prob
ability
greater
thSIl-

4

3

d. f.

d. f.

X'

3.522

X'

1.602

52.000

42.000

8 10.li5S 0.663 -------- ----_._.--
6 5.118 0.152 -------- --_._._.--
4 5.01fi .205 -------- ----------
5 5.004 .000 -.------ ----------

19 16.205 .·182 -------- ----------

52

15 10.319 2.124 ----._-- ----------
4 4.977 0.192 ---- ..-- ------_.- ..
4 4.948 .182 -------- --- .. ------
4 5.0n0 .222 -------- - ...--------
3 4.997 .798 ----.--- -------.--

22 21.600 .004 .------- --------- ..

42

Species Species
observed expected

Species Species
ob~erved expectedNumber or individuals

Number or individuals

Total. • _

b. YEAR 1949

1-5 • _
6-16 •• _
17-48.• _
49-143 • _
144-17,667 •• _

1-3 • _
4-8 ._
\}-2O , • _
21-50 • _
51-123 _
124-17,755 • _

----------------
Totsl. _-- _-- -" ---I
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TABLE 17.-0bserved Jrequency oj plaice eggs i1~ 50 taws
, , ' "with ~ pl',mkton "/let

. , {Data from Bucba1lllon-Wollaston, 19231 :

Number I ' '
Numb!r of plaice eggs," of tows Number of 'plaice'eggs

observed·· -, ,

TABLE 16.-Dlsfribution oj species and.tows and the expected
nwnber oj tows on a hypothesis oj a Poisson distribution,
19J,.8-51:

a. YEAR 1948

NUMBER all SPECIES

O~I 10
: 11,

Total4 5 6 7 8 9 and
more

------------------
Observed tows__ 27 9 5 17 15 11 4 11 18 117
Expected tows__ 12.51 12.72 16.72 18.32 17.20 14.13 10.32 6.78 8.30 ' 117

x'--------- 16.780 1. 08818. 215 0.005 0.281 0.693 3.870 2.627 11.340 44.989

b. YEAR 1949

0 ~ • _~ _
L ~ _
2 _
4: '~ _"__
5 _
8 _
14 _" _
18 _.. .

33::::::::::::::::::::::::34__ • _

27., 36 "__< _
3 3S ~ _
1 54 _
3 56 _
1 72 _
2 95 _
1 121 _
I 123 _

11 TotaL _
1

Number
of tows

observed

50

TABLE 1S.-0bserved and expected Jrequencies oj plaice eggs
in 50 tows with a plankton net

0.000
0.061
0.101
0.762
0.227
0.556

1.707

x' '
Number NIImber
of tows of tows

observed expected

27 27.00
3 3.46
5 5.23
3 4.94
6 4.04
6 4.43

50 50.00

Numher of plaice eggs

0 _
I _
Z-5 • _
6-16 • _
17-50 • _
Over 50. • __

1----11----1----TotaL _

c. YEAR 1950

NUMBER all SPECIES

14
0-5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 and Total

more
--------------------

Observed
tows ______ 11 8 10 14 13 9 13 8 0 8 103

Expected
9.74 10.77tows______ 8.2311. 02112. 9213.47 12.63 8.41 6.07 9.74 103

x'----- 0.163 0.006,0. 09Y 0901°' 018 1.043 0.462 0.026 1.414 0.311 3.627

NUMBER all SPECIES

, .

13
Q-4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 and Total

more
--------------------

Observed
tOwlll _____ • 6 5 11 10 7 17 5 10 5 12 88

Expected
11.!l8 11.56110.13 S.06 5.89 9.33tows ______ 5. 60 .~. 94 8. 6~ 10.84 88

x'----- 0.029
1
°. 149

1
1). 632,0. 005 2. 070

1
2. 50012. 598,0. 4671°' 1341°' 7M 9.468

d. YEAR 1951

NUMBER 01' SPECIES

13
0-5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 and Total

more
------------------

Observed tows____ 14 5 5 10 15 S 11 5 12 85
Expected tows____ 9.00 7.63 9. 83111. 12 11. 18110. 01 8. 321 6. 27 11. 04 85x'--_________ 2.016 0.907 2. 377 0.113 1.216

1
°.203 0.865 0.257 0.083 8.037

o


